
 

 

MBartist™  

 

 

Available in 1 size: 

 12" x 18" Platinum Print Lobby Card 
Packaged in a FREE protective PVC Top Loader 
 
 

  



Each MBartist Platinum print is a reproduction of original artwork created by an MBartist Creator 
for Collectors digitally printed on elemental chlorine free and lignin free 12” x 18” 90lb brushed 
silver metallic finish cover stock. Use of ink density creates semi-transparent color recreations and 
contrasts that shimmer with a simulated multi-dimensional appearance. Each artwork is framed 
within an 11” x 17” print window and solid color printed border selected in partnership with the 
MBartist Creator. 

The supplier of MBartist platinum cover stock is FSC Certified and Green-e Certified ensuring that 
care for our global environment and resources are considered in the production process. 

All prints are produced by an FSC Certified and G7 Certified commercial printer. The Epson 
Colormatch System and Epson archival inks are used in the digital print process to ensure the best 
reproduction and presentation of MBartist Creator artwork. MBartist considers our carbon 
footprint in the production process working with local partners to reduce transportation costs and 
selecting partners who demonstrate an active ability to control and restrain their energy use and 
carbon emissions. 

All prints are embossed with a production seal in the lower left corner measuring approximately 
1.75” in diameter. This subtle and permanent mark authenticates your MBartist fine art print 
product featuring the brand of the artwork’s origin – either MBartist original or a Creator brand fan 
art. 

Limited edition prints as indicated will be hand numbered inside the emboss seal to authenticate 
their sequence within the limited production. Limited edition prints also include a handwritten 
signature from the MBartist Creator in the lower right corner of the print and a signed COA 
(Certificate of Authenticity) 4”x 6” collectible card packaged in a protective PVC sleeve. 

Archive on-demand prints do not come signed by the MBartist Creator but are accompanied by 
one product ticket which grants the holder a single autograph from the MBartist Creator when 
presented to the artist with the accompanied artwork. Redemption converts this ticket into a 
‘Certificate of Authenticity’ upon artist initialing. Artist reserves the right to refuse any work. 

Each MBartist Platinum Print is packaged inside a protective top loader. The clear and rigid acid 
free PVC sleeve features high clarity and is designed to archive protect store and display your 
collectible print. Your protected print(s) is/are then inserted into a protective water-resistant bag 
for transportation. Each print package is prepared with a rigid board and inserted into a protective 
courier bag for shipment 


